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Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two s€ntences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l Write conc€,pt of classes in C+r.

2. Write the characteristics of Queue data stucture.

3. Write short note on doubly linked list.

4. Wbat is a complete binary uw ?

5. Define cycle in a graph (5x2 = l0)

PART -B
(Uaximurn marks : 30)

II Answer arry five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain De queues with an example.

2. Describe the procedure for insert and delete first element ofa linked list

3. Write the procedure for stack_enpt1{ in linkd implementation of stack.

4. Write an algorithm for pre order tavers€ of a binary tree. Give an example.

5. Explain Thrcaded bfutary tree with example.

6. Define Graph. Write a short note on Path of lengttt k in a gra.ph.

1. Write an algorithm for bubble sort on a list of elernents.

(5x6 = 30)
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Marks
PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Arswer one full question from each unit. Each frrll question carries 15 marks.)

UNn-I
m (a) Explain about Queue ADT. l0

(b) Explain priority queues with a diagram. 5

On

IV (a) Convert the expression to prefix and postfix form.

(i) (A+B)*C(D-E) (iD (A-B) + (C*D)/EyF 6

(b) Write an algorithm for postfix evaluation using stack. g

UNrr - II

V (a) Explain the implernentation of stack with linked list. g

(b) Explain the procedure for deleting a specific element from a doubly linked list. 6

On

VI (a) Explain the implementation of eueue wift linked list.

(b) Write short note on circular and doubly linked list.

Umr - III

vII Define binary fiees and explain taversal algorithms with example.

On

VIII (a) Explain inorder taversal using BST with an example.

O) Explain Expression tees and draw expression tee for

(t A+B*C+D (ii) A*B+C-D

UNrr - [V

D( Explain with example graph ADT and taversals.

On

X (a) Write birury search algoritrn

O) Writ€ quick sort algorithm.
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